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EZOSHosting offers Xoops pre-installed from $2.99 per month - XOOPS
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EZOSHosting.com now supports Xoops.
If you need Xoops pre-installed and ready to go within minutes, please consider hosting with
EZOSHosting.

We offer the latest and greatest version of Xoops pre-installed on demand. All accounts are
setup instantly and prices start from $2.99 per month. There are no setup fees involved.
We have a lot of optional extra features to offer, like unlimited subdomains, spam and virus
protection, postgreSQL support, etc.
If there is anything you need that is not listed on the site, talk to us - we need to know your
needs before we can satisfy them. :)
If there is a need for it, we could also offer Xoops modules and layouts to be pre-installed to go.
However, for us to determine if you would like such a service, you'll have to do something:
Leave a message right here. :)

http://www.ezoshosting.com/
http://www.ezoshosting.com/prices.php
http://www.ezoshosting.com/support/request_email.php?l=EZOS&x=1&deptid=1
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